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Louisville Gas and Eiectric Company ("LG&E"), pursuant to 807 KAR  Section 

13, petitions the Commission to classify and protect as confidentiai certain information that is 

contained in its Quarterly Gas Supply Clause filing, as more fully described below: 

I . LG&E is filing contemporaneously with this Petition, as required by its tariffs 

governing its Gas Supply Clause (Original Sheet Nos.  and 85.2 of LG&E Gas Tariff PSC 

No. 9), a statement setting forth the summary of the total purchased gas costs for the period of 

May  through July  ("Summary"). Included in the Summary, which is included in the 

tiling as two pages in Exhibit B - I , pages 5 and 6, is certain information the disclosure of which 

would damage LG&E's competitive position and business interests. As required by 807 KAR 

5:001, Section  LG&E is providing one copy of this Summary, under seal, with the 

material for which confidentiai treatment is requested highlighted, and ten copies of the 

Summary with the confidentiai material redacted. 



2. The Kentucky Open Records Act exempts from disclosure certain commercial 

information. KRS 61.878(l)(c). To qualify for this exemption and, therefore, maintain the 

confidentiality of the information, a party must establish that disclosure of the commercial 

information would permit an unfair advantage to competitors of that party. 

3. The Summary contains sensitive commercial information, the disclosure of which 

would injure LG&E's ability to negotiate future gas supply contracts at advantageous prices and, 

thereby, minimize the price of natural gas to its customers, and would unfairly advantage 

LG&E's competitors for both gas supplies and retail gas load. Any impairment of its ability to 

obtain the most advantageous price possible from natural gas producers and marketers will 

necessarily erode LG&E's competitive position vis-a-vis other energy suppliers that compete in 

LG&E's service territory, as well as other LDCs with whom LG&E competes for new and 

relocating industrial customers. This sensitive information identifies LG&E's natural gas 

suppliers for the period set forth and links those providers with specific gas volumes delivered 

and the costs thereof. Redacting the suppliers' names from the Summary will prevent other 

parties from piecing together the sensitive information which LG&E seeks to protect from 

disclosure. LG&E, therefore, proposes that the identity of each supplier be kept confidential. 

Disclosure of the suppliers' identities will damage LG&E's competitive position and 

business interest in two ways. First, it will allow LG&E's competitors to know the unit price and 

overall cost of the gas LG&E is purchasing from each supplier. This information is valuable to 

LG&E's competitors because it can alert them to the identity of LG&E's low cost suppliers, 

and i f those supply agreements are more favorable than theirs, they can attempt to outbid LG&E 

for those suppliers. This would raise prices to LG&E which would hurt its competitive position 

and harm its ratepayers. Second, it will provide competitors of LG&E's suppliers with 

information which will enable future gas bidding to be manipulated to the competitors' 



advantage and to the detriment of LG&E and its customers. Instead of giving its best price in a 

bid, a gas supply competitor with knowledge of the recent pricing practices of LG&E's other 

suppliers could adjust its bid so that it just beats other bidders' prices or other terms. As a result, 

LG&E and its customers will pay a higher price for gas than they would have otherwise. 

4. LG&E has filed  requests with the Commission with regard to the same 

information contained in prior quarterly Gas Supply Clause filings, which the Commission has 

granted. 

5. The information in the Summary for which LG&E is seeking confidential 

treatment is not known outside of LG&E and the relevant suppliers, and it is not disseminated 

within LG&E except to those employees with a legitimate business need to know and act upon 

the information. 

6. The public interest wil l be served by granting this Petition in that competition 

among LG&E's prospective gas suppliers will be fostered, and the cost of gas to LG&E's 

customers will thereby be minimized. In addition, the public interest will be served by fostering 

full and fair competition between LG&E and other energy service providers within LG&E's gas 

service territory. For this reason and because LG&E's contracts with supplier require that the 

information be kept confidential, LG&E respectfully requests that the confidential material 

should be treated as confidential for an indefinite period of time. 

W H E R E F O R E , Louisville Gas and Electric Company respectfully requests that the 

Commission classify and protect as confidential for an indefinite period of time the identity of 

the gas suppliers listed in the statement that sets forth the summary of the total purchased gas 

costs for the period of May  through July  and that is included in the three month filing 

made  herewith pursuant to LG&E's Gas Supply Clause. 



Respectfully submitted, 

Senior Corporate Attorney 
LG&E and KU Services Company 
220 West Main Street 
P. O. Box 32010 
Louisville, Kentucky 40232 
(502) 627-2088 
Counsel for Louisville Gas and Electric Company 
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